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Abstract

Using plant-level data from Chile and the U.S., we show that investment spikes are highly

pro-cyclical, so much so that changes in the number of establishments undergoing investment spikes

(the ‘‘extensive margin’’) account for the bulk of variation in aggregate investment. The number of

establishments undergoing investment spikes also has independent predictive power for aggregate

investment, even controlling for past investment and sales. We re-calibrate the Thomas [2002. Is

lumpy investment relevant for the business cycle. Journal of Political Economy, CX 508–534] model

(that includes fixed costs of investing) so that it assigns a prominent role to extensive adjustment. The

recalibrated model has different properties than the standard RBC model for some shocks.
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1. Introduction

Economists are sharply divided over the aggregate significance of the heterogeneity
of plant-level investment. On the one hand, there is unanimous agreement that
individual plants sometimes forgo investing at all and at other times have dramatic
surges in investment.1 Caballero (1999), in his survey for the Handbook of Macro-
economics, argues that accounting for this ‘‘lumpiness’’ is critical: ‘‘it turns out the
changes in the degree of coordination of lumpy actions play an important role in shaping
the dynamic behavior of aggregate investment’’. On the other hand, Thomas (2002)
presents a model where this is not true: ‘‘in contrast to previous partial equilibrium
analyses, [the] model results reveal that the aggregate effects of lumpy investment are
negligible. In general equilibrium, households’ preference for relatively smooth consump-
tion profiles offsets changes in aggregate investment demand implied by the introduction
of lumpy plant-level investment’’. This ‘‘irrelevance result’’ inspired Prescott (2003) to
argue ‘‘partial equilibrium reasoning to an inherently general equilibrium question cannot
be trusted’’.
This paper makes three contributions to this debate. First, it introduces several new facts

about surges in investment (that we call spikes). In particular, we show that for both U.S.
and Chilean plants, most of the variation in the total investment rate is due to variation in
investment of firms undergoing spikes. Moreover, this approximation derives its
explanatory power from changes in the number of firms making large investments
(the ‘‘extensive margin’’), and not changes in the average size of the spikes (the ‘‘intensive
margin’’). The prevalence of spikes in one year also predicts aggregate investment
(even controlling for the past level of investment or sales): years with relatively more spikes
are followed by years with relatively less investment.
These empirical results suggest that it is important to construct a model that not only

generates spikes on average, but also variation in spikes over the business cycle. To do this
we start with the Thomas (2002) model, which is a tractable dynamic stochastic general
equilibrium (DSGE) model that naturally yields lumpy investment. The heterogeneity in
this model derives from variation in the fixed costs that firms must pay in order to
invest. We find that the exact model, as originally calibrated, has trouble fitting the facts
about cyclical patterns in lumpiness. But by changing the calibration we can match better
these facts.
While we make several changes, the critical one is to alter the distribution of fixed costs

that firms face. In order for the extensive margin to matter, this distribution must have the
property that many firms face roughly the same sized fixed cost in deciding whether to
invest. When the distribution has this type of ‘‘compression’’, it becomes possible for a
shock to move many firms across the threshold from not investing to investing.
Conversely, if the distribution exhibits little compression, then firms become much less
likely to synchronize their decisions and the extensive margin matters less. Importantly,
even if part of the distribution is compressed there can still be substantial heterogeneity in
the overall distribution and hence in the level of fixed costs that firms pay to adjust.
Therefore, this conclusion is not necessarily overturned by allowing more heterogeneity in
the idiosyncratic shocks that firms face.
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1See among others Becker et al. (2006), Caballero et al. (1995), Cooper et al. (1999), Cooper and Haltiwanger

(2006), Doms and Dunne (1998).
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